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                    Abstract
Dimensional analysis can offer us explanations by allowing us to answer What-if–things-had-been-different? questions rather than in virtue of, say, unifying diverse phenomena, important as that is. Additionally, it is argued that dimensional analysis is a form of modelling as it involves several of the aspects crucial in modelling, such as misrepresenting aspects of a target system. By highlighting the continuities dimensional analysis has with forms of modelling we are able to describe more precisely what makes dimensional analysis explanatory and understand otherwise puzzling aspects of dimensional reasoning, such as introducing fictitious dimensions and excluding dimensionally relevant information to characterise some systems. Finally, thinking of dimensional arguments as a form of modelling allows an explication of the role abstraction and multiple realisability; not as compatibility with other possible worlds but as compatibility with different fictional descriptions of our own world.
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                    Notes
	Stellar structure is the internal structure of stars: the composition, size, pressure gradients, and energy transport mechanisms, and how these interact to produce the properties of the star.


	Essentially we assume that \(\rho (\hbox {r}){/}\!<\rho >\) the density as a function of radius as a fraction of average density is independent of total mass.


	I am grateful to Marc Lange (private communication) for clarification of this point.


	Noether’s theorem is a classic example of finding independent theoretical justification for a symmetry constraint on laws. Consider a symmetry assumption that physics should be spatially translationally invariant. In other words, all things being equal, the laws of physics shouldn’t alter because we are in Leeds rather than London. Noether was able to show that conservation of linear momentum follows from translational symmetry, likewise temporal symmetry leads to the principle of conservation of energy and rotational symmetry leads to conservation of angular momentum. So when we say both Newton’s and Einstein’s laws adhere to conservation of energy and momentum, we are constraining them via a very basic symmetry assumption. Similarly dimensional explanations offer explanations by locating relational facts about the dimensional constraints inherent within a system.
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